
Q: I am compiling a map and need a base map of all
the rivers that flow into the Thames from the south in
the Greater London area. I have tried to download
Strategi data from Digimap but however I select it just
prompts me with the gbsouth file which is 330mB. Am
I missing something here? Can anyone prompt me for
how I can get this selection of the whole data down,
and then pull out just the water features layer.
Eventually I want it to go into CorelDraw for further
enhancement (via DXF). Have access to ArcView if
that is neded as intermediary.

A: when you get Strategi from the OS on CD it comes in
2 folders - North and South. The separate
Shapefiles/Mapinfo files for each layer are all placed in
one folder. For some reason the OS have decided that
Strategi should be divided up this way instead of by
country/tilename/anything else vaguely sensible, like all
their other products. I would imagine someone’s just
zipped up everything in each folder in one go! There’s a
layer called river_polyline.shp and you may also want

one called water_ft_font_point.shp which gives the river
text. As for converting to DXF, I am sure there are
cheaper alternatives but I often use a program called
Arcv2Cad which you can get at www.guthcad.com.au. I
think it’s about £70 or thereabouts and lets you convert
from *.shp to DXF or DWG.

A: Strategi only comes as 2 files (GB N&S), you’ll have
extract the data from the large file. Download the 24MB
zip file and extract the 330Mb dxf.  Open the dxf by
directly opening or importing in CorelDraw (if it can
handle this size of dxf file) and it should appear separated
in its multiplicity of OS layers (eg  G8065213 river).
Return to Digimap to access the Strategi OS help file to
pick out the layers codes for the river features you require
and remove all the layer not required. In CorelDraw you
will still have to manually select/remove the Thames
basin data from the full GBsouth river data set. It could
all be done in ArcGIS or ArcView and a new shapefile
created of the selected Thames data, however you would
have to export as an ‘eps’ or ‘wmf’ or use other software
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to convert the shapefile to dxf for CorelDraw. Using
Illustrator or Freehand with MaPublisher could also solve
the problem.

A:  You should be able to specify a bounding box, but if
you can only get the GB south use that. If you are using
ArcView 3.2 create a shapefile of the area you need and
use the Geoprocessing wizard to clip the GB south data to
the area. You can now use the query builder to select the
rivers by feature code these are: 5211, 5212, 5213, 5221,
5222, 5230 etc. You may want the coast 5111 and 5110
(usequote marks around feature code or it may not select).
The easiest thing is to save the selection as a new
shapefile. You can export as a windows metafile or eps.
ArcGIS 8.3 is similar to above but with better export and
ArcGIS 9.# you will need to use the toolbox to use the
clip/intersection tools. In 8.# and 9.# you can also just
copy the map to clipboard  and paste special into Corel
(there is a limit on the number of points and bits can go
missing).

Q: Does anyone have some nice Illustrator styles or
swatches that would do for rock slopes and crevasses
on a glacier? We are doing a map of Denali in Alaska
just now and have not found anything the client likes
just yet.

A: I assume you have considered the Lithographic
patterns available with Illustrator CS or creating your
own customised patterns.  Problem about glaciers is that
their ice crevasses are ‘random and flowing’ in
appearance. Area patterns, even ‘random ones’ will not
create a suitable impression of the ‘glacial flows’. For our
on-going Glacier map series of Iceland we have used the
orthophoto image as a blue colorized raster backdrop for
the ice areas.  Maybe some nice hill-shading (a la Wendy
Price) would do the trick.

A: Crevasses are not really random, over a glacier they
form in predictable areas where ice is under tension,
usually in bends or over elevation drops. They usually
form in the same place.  For a 1:75,000 map you could
use the free Landsat image provided by Denal NP and
place hatchures drawn freehand over the areas of crevasse
concentration. I would recommend looking at the Swiss
1:50k and 1:100k maps for a good example of how they
do this. The Landsat image is in MrSID format and is
detailed enough to show both crevasses and scree patterns
over the glaciers.

A: From a previous posting a while back ... re geological
patterns http://structure.harvard.edu/~plesch/map%
20patterns/index.htm. Basically consists of a whole
series of USGS Geologic Map Patterns for  Canvas and
Illustrator and EPS and PDF and SXD versions. But none
specifically glacial I believe - but you may be able to
‘adapt’ one...

Q: I’ve just upgraded to Mac OS 10.4, and notice that
the old ‘Key Caps’ option is missing under the Apple
menu. I’m sure the facility must be there, but in a
different guise. I’ve just spent half an hour searching
(including online Help) but with no luck.

A: Go to your language menu (the one with the little
union jack) in the top right of the menu bar and select
Open International. In here you can check the tick box for
the Keyboard viewer which will then come up under the
language menu. Keyboard viewer is the new Key Caps.

A: you have to go to the system preferences, choose
International, select input menu and tick the option for
keyboard viewer. A flag icon should then appear in the
menu bar next to the date and time. Click on it to display
the keyboard viewer.

Q: We are struggling with finding an effective way to
mask out mappimg beyond a borough boundary
which will leave the mapping visible but overlaid with
a grey tone. The sort of thing typically seen on local
authority maps. Any suggestions as to the best way of
achieving this effect in Arc 8.3 would be most
gratefully received.  I’m guessing that some
modification of the “clip” feature available in “Edit”
or “Geoprocessing” would be one way, but I’m not
sure how to “reverse” the command.

A: I’m not familiar with ArcMap, so I can’t tell you how
to do it. However, the basic steps to do something like
this are:

• Create a polygon that extends well beyond the area
you’re mapping.

• Use the border of your mapping area to clip that out
of the newly created polygon. You should end up
with a large polygon with a hole in it.

• Display that on top of the rest of the map data and set
it to the desired level of opacity to reduce the visual
impact of that data.

A: I’ve used this technique to create a few maps of my
military installation.  It’s been especially useful when I’ve
created some shaded relief maps, scale back the shaded
relief that falls outside my installation.  I use this effect
mostly because I have really detailed shaded relief for my
installation, but not as detailed relief for the areas outside.
Without using this technique, there is a noticable
difference in the two relief graphics.  With this technique,
the map reader doesn’t see the difference.  (Keep in mind
that our detailed shaded relief extends beyond the
boundaries of my installation, but doesn’t extend to the
entire area of the map).

Having said all of that - I use ArcGIS 8.3, and have a
quick write up for you (and others) to follow:

1. In ArcMap, load the polygon of your boundary.

2. In ArcCatalog, create a new polygon layer (either a
shapefile or geodatabase feature class).  Bring this
newly created layer into your ArcMap session.

3. Begin editing your new layer.  Draw a polygon that
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encompasses your boundary, and matches or exceeds
your area to be mapped.  Save your edits and stop
editing.

4. Use the Geoprocessing tools.  Use the ‘Union Two
Layers’ tool. Select your new layer as your input
layer, and your boundary as your overlay layer.  This
creates a new shapefile (or geodatabase feature class)
(called Union_Output) that contains two polygons -
one for the area inside your boundary, and one for the
area outside your boundary. 5. Edit the newly created
union layer (Union_Output), and delete the inside
polygon.  Save your edits, and stop editing.

You now have a shapefile that contains a ‘cut-out’ of your
boundary, and allows you to mask out the areas outside of
the boundary.

A: The previous response is appropriate, but I’d like to
make a couple of further points:

1. 8.3 is a very old version of ArcGIS (9.2 is just
entering Beta), and there are directly relevant
capabilities in 9.0 and 9.1, which could be useful to
you. In particular, 9 introduced selective masking,
which lets a polygon mask out some layers of your
map, but not all, so you can suppress the clutter
round the edge, but keep important classes visible.
9.1 also includes ArcPress as standard, which can do
better print quality than the Windows drivers.

2. Be careful with transparency/opacity, for use as
suggested. It can produce excellent results visually,
but currently, as soon as you set a layer transparent,
then it and all layers below it will be rasterized on
output. You therefore need to be careful about getting
the resolution settings in your output appropriate for
the device to which you will be printing. In a future
version of ArcGIS (after 9.2), this restriction will be
lifted, and feature-level transparency will be able to
be passed through to appropriate formats like PDF,
but this requires some major re-engineering of the
ArcGIS drawing pipeline (which is underway).

If you have transparency involved, then it will be
rasterized at the current resolution settings.

Q: I have a student who wants to obtain aerial
photographs of the Isle of Skye specifically Grid Ref:
NG 550 220. It is for a dissertation, no commercial
gain.

A: XYZ have complete coverage of Scotland from 1988
as digital scans, mostly black and white. Some bits have
been mosaiced and the rest will be in due course. We now
have about 80% colour modern imagery from 2000
onwards, including all of Skye, and most has been
mosaiced. Unfortunately you will have to pay for it, but
you can see the prices at www.xyzmaps.com. It isn’t that
much for a small area.

A: I presume you mean contemporary photographs... but
if it’s images from the past that may interest your student,
you’ll find an interesting selection of aerial photo’s at

Swindon’s ‘English Heritage’ office; especially retro
‘Wartime’ ones. I’ve made many a search through their
database, looking at grid ref sites that cover dates from as
early as 1940 through to the 1970’s/80’s.

All you need the six digit Ordnance Survey national grid
reference for the site, and if possible a map clearly
showing the shape and size of the area to be searched.
They only search on one site, up to a maximum area of
nine square kilometres (9km”), for any single enquiry.

The qualities vary due to cloud cover and many are Black
and White, but at a small charge, you can purchase a
photocopy of the plate you might be interested in, rather
than pay the full price of a Bromide.

Check out the below link and e-mail English Heritage for
any advice.

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/server/
show/nav.1514

Q: While on the subject, does anyone here have a
definitive answer on the copyright which applies when
tracing from aerial photographs?
Let’s say I find a copyrighted aerial photograph of my
area, import the JPEG into Illustrator, then manually
trace over the roads and built-up areas. Is my
resulting map subject to the copyright of the aerial
photography company?
I’d always thought that it would be, and have
therefore not used aerial photography as a source. But
on repeated reading of the relevant copyright
legislation (at www.patent.gov.uk/copy/legislation/
legislation.pdf), I can’t find anything that backs this
up.
Indeed, there are a couple of possible readings that
suggest it’s ok. The BCS Design Group page at 
http://www.cartography.org.uk/Pages/Membership/De
signG/Copyrit1.html seems to agree.
Any thoughts (with pointers to the relevant bit of
legislation, if you’re feeling brave)?

A: That depends I think on the owner of the imagery. In
the case of XYZ imagery, such as Edinburgh 2000 or
Scotland from 1988 and 1946 we are not bothered what
you do. We also act as Getmapping’s main agents and in
their case they charge a small one-off copyright
supplement for permission to create data from their
imagery, so there is a price of the photo and an optional
‘map creation supplement’ if that is what you want it for.
Only necessary when you are creating maps of data for
sale, etc, not for stuff just used internally. As for other
suppliers I don’t know their position.

Q: Can anyone point me in the direction of the
company which specialises in providing maps of
university campuses etc complete with architectural
drawings of buildings.  I had a feeling they were called
Easi-find or similar.

A: Try: http://www.tonnhaus.com/ Campus mapping is
one of their specialties. 
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Update: “tonnhaus design” is becoming “mapformation”
after acquiring one of its competitors and securing a few
new licensing/distribution agreements for new map-
related products and services.  Its new web site will be:
www.mapformation.com.

A: You might like to look at:
http://ww.fwdp.co.uk/creative_mapping.html  -
FitzpatrickWoolmer seem to specialise in signs, but also
have a mapping service.

A: Have a look at: http://www.british-
publishing.com/Pages/BPC2/mappercep.html

Q: Does any one know of a program which will get
GPS data into MapInfo?
One program I’ve found so far is, GPS Utility, and
doesn’t import the time information or seq. numbers
and doesn’t create a table file. I’m looking for a
process or program which imports everything and
also creates table files of the data.
Alternatively, is there anything which will do this with
ArcGIS?

A: ESRI’s software has a GPS component included in the
9 release of ArcMAP (or downloadable at 8.3), but I think
this might be more suitable for real-time capture and
display of data whilst in the field.
In terms of back-office software programs, there are a
few FREE programs that work with most Garmin,
Magellan, and Lowrance/Eagle GPS units: GPS
TrackMaker, EasyGPS, or G7ToWin. You could then use
something like GTMPRO(r) to convert the resultant data
into MapInfo.

A: Blue Marble Geographics (www.bluemarblegeo.com)
has an add-on for MAPinfo that does this.
It is called The Geographic Tracker and it ships standard
in every copy of MapInfo Professional.  You can install it
from the cd as an extra free utility.

Q: I am just beginning to transfer over to FreeHand
MX and finding the Style panel unnecessarily fussy in
the way you set and redefine styles and now I can’t
seem to free rotate anything!
I do not know what angle I require, but have at least a
couple of dozen road nos to align neatly with road
lines, but the rotate tool does not operate like all
previous versions of FreeHand. Can anyone offer
comfort to a frustrated user?

A: Have you tried using the ‘Attach To Path’ command
for the road nos instead of rotating the text to fit. It is
under the Text Menu. All you need to do is select the road
no. and and the road line at the same time and and go to
‘Attach To Path’. By default the line will disappear, but if
you then go to the Object inspector window while the
path is still highlighted and click on the Show Path box
the line will appear. With the path still selected open up
the Text Inspector and offset the text by whatever value
you want (try 2 to start with). You can then move the text
along the path to whatever position is most acceptable by
dragging the little triangle under the text.

Q: Could you point me to some good (simple) data on
map illiteracy in the UK - or difficulties people have
with maps? Any published work on map readership,
readability, skills, usage, would also be useful. Note
the negative connotation - it is an “access” slant. 

A: This may not be exactly what you are asking for, but a
great overview of studies that look at differences in
spatial abilities (including maps) can be found at this site:

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/edu/DLESE/
maptutorial/introduction.html

Q: Having retired as Reader in Biochemical
Endocrinology at UMDS in the University of London I
moved to live in Bradwell, in the Hope Valley. The
Bradwell Historical Society recently started a project
to produce a history of the village in the 20th century.
I am collecting material relating to the Second World
War. I therefore wondered whether your group might
know of any aerial photographs taken during WWII
by the Luftwaffe? A long shot, I suppose, but perhaps
German attention might have focussed on the nearby
Earle’s Cement Works (as they were then) or
Newburgh Engineering.

A: The GeoInformation group in Cambridge may be able
to help with this. http://www.citiesrevealed.com/

A: Have you tried English Heritage’s National
Monuments Record (NMR) - big air photo library at
Swindon. http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/
server/show/nav.1506
They may not hold German photos, but should know who
might!

A: You might try this site. I think it mostly deals with
RAF photos taken in Western Europe, but there might be
some useful links from it.
http://www.evidenceincamera.co.uk/

A: You need to contact Keele University as they hold the
entire WW2 archives of the RAF, Luftwaffe and some
US. Everyone else, like Geoinformation Group, gets it
from them. English Heritage will have 1946/47 RAF
imagery of England and Wales.

A: I helped my late father publish a couple of books on
Wartime Leicestershire, which featured a few full plate
photo’s of Luftwaffe reconnaissance photography. Now if
my memory serves me, we managed to obtain some
Luftwaffe recon photo’s through the U.S. National
Archives, based in Maryland.

A Gerald Luchanski helped with the ‘searches’ at the time
(2000/1). http://www.archives.gov/contact/
We ended up choosing 3 Luftwaffe aerial photo’s 
in the end, and to our surprise, they were all 
‘copyright free’. The only cost back then was the 
process reproducing the plates as bromide copies 
at £50.00 and image.
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Q: Have a colleague whose Iomega Zip disks suddenly
won’t read on his PC. Need an emergency solution for
file retrieval. I thought there was a company called
Grey Matter in Devon that advertised a rescue service.
Looking on the web they don’t seem to do that
anymore. Does anyone know a company (in UK) that
we can go to for possible file retrieval service?

A: When working in the oil industry we used Vogon.
Their web site is www.vogon.co.uk.

A: Try: http://www.odrl.co.uk/

A: Have you tried reading them from a Mac? It may
work. Back in school (6 years ago), the PC Zip drives
kept balking at discs, but my Mac would read them just
fine... (And, no, I’m not trying to convert anyone to
Apple...)

A: Iomega Zip Data Recovery free trial at:
www.jufsoft.com or a copy of Norton Utilities must be
around nearby - which has Zip recovery built in.

Q: Can anyone recommend a 3D drawing/rendering
package other than Illustrator CS2, that is relatively
simple to use. We are trying to produce some location
maps with 3D images on them.

A: Amber GIS. We are just taking this on as a new
product but have been using it ourselves for a few
months.

A: Although I haven’t used it myself, I’ve heard nothing
but rave reviews from colleagues about SketchUp
[http://www.sketchup.co.uk/]. It works nicely with GIS
files, is easy to use, and runs on Mac and Windows OS.

A: Apparently Inkscape is comparable to Adobe
Illustrator and FREE
http://www.inkscape.org/index.php

Q: My husband has a Mineral Planning,
Environmental and Estate Management Consultancy
and he is looking to provide the more junior staff with
a drawing package for producing maps and plans  (A4
& A3 size) for PC (not Mac).
Two staff are requesting Paintshop pro !!! They do
have Photoshop for image manipulation and Autocad
for other engineering and more technical plan
purposes. I would be most grateful if those of you who
use PC could you recommend a drawing package?
They have Freehand on the only MAC.

A: Freehand for the PC, if they have it for the MAC.

A: We use Corel Draw for doing all our maps, plans,
diagrams and general graphic work and find it incredibly
versatile.We’ve used it for more than a decade and rarely
meet anything in this line that is impractical to handle in
it. Even an older, now cheap, version (eg 9 or 10) will do
everything needed for basic work. It also integrates
bitmap work with vector work very well.
There are other good contenders, notably Illustrator, but
whatever they get it needs to be a vector-based package to
do sensible professional maps and plans. I hate to think of
what sort of results they would come up with in

PaintShop Pro - which is an excellent package for bitmap
manipulation, but definitely not for map and diagrams,
and I can’t see why they would want it if they have
PhotoShop already.
There is also the significant question of training to bear in
mind, of course. If the staff are currently suggesting
PaintShop Pro as the solution, that does tend to suggest
they aren’t likely to be well versed in the principles and
techniques needed for good results in this sort of work.

A: FreeHand MX is still available for Windows:
http://www.macromedia.com/software/freehand/
For what it’s worth, we’ve had CorelDraw available on
the network here (for Windows users) for many years and
it has proved relatively popular; we also have Photoshop
and Illustrator for staff and students to load onto their
machines.
It is noticeable that over the last 12 months or so, there
has been a considerable increase in the number of (self-
taught) Illustrator users. Despite its steep learning curve,
the interface is similar enough for Photoshop users to
pick up the basics reasonably quickly

A: I would like to add my recommendation for Corel
Draw too. For no other reason that that I think it has
lower learning curve than rivals. Although it has many
sophisticated features it is fairly easy to pick up the
basics. It used to come with a handy self-teaching video
but think that has stopped now. My children use it a lot
for A level work and have been doing so since early
years. The worrying thing is that staff could feel that a
bitmap programme (Paintshop) could even remotely do
the job envisaged. 
Pricing is a nightmare to understand - depends on your
status. £90 teacher/student Edition. Around £300+ for full
version (x3 - which is Corel Draw 13 really!)

A: That’s nothing. We’ve had staff seriously suggesting
we could do our cartography in Powerpoint.

A: SketchUp works very well for architectural work, and
somewhat less so for landscape work. Stylistically it has a
very ‘sketchy’ appearance, which is good for some works,
but not always what people are looking for. It’s hard for
me to tell what you’re looking for but SketchUp might be
just the thing. It is very easy to use and has a free demo
version. Plus, they’re a great bunch of folks who are just
up the way from my company.

A: I would add for the benefit of others who may be
looking for 3D capabilities, that for 3D cartography and
highly-realistic 3D landscape work, you might look into
the GIS-based Visual Nature Studio software:
http://3dnature.com/
While it doesn’t have a Mac version anymore, it does
offer some pretty amazing cartographic capabilities:
http://3dnature.com/carto.html as well as other closely-
related fields: http://3dnature.com/golfarc.html
http://3dnature.com/landarch.html
http://3dnature.com/landplan.html
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Q: is a standard symbol library  for illustrating the
locations of UK local government services on maps.
To the best of my knowledge non exist with each local
authority relying on  the symbol sets available within
GIS software and those created in-house.   The GIS
software symbol sets are often US based.  There are
standard  symbol sets available from Ordnance
Survey, Highways Agency and other organisations
but non for local government services.  Such services
would  include leisure centres, cemeteries, public
toilets, schools, street lights,  tree preservation orders.
The list as you can imagine is very extensive.
Are you aware of a standard library of symbols for
local government services? Also is there a British
Standard dictating the use of graphical  symbols on
maps (paper based or electronic). 

A: The following won’t help you with the government
services, but some of the geographic symbols might be
useful for harvesting from the PDF files of VFR map
symbols:

http://www.naco.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=naco/online/
aero_guide

A: While not exactly what you are looking for, this might
be a good time to mention a very useful resource of
drawings for official signs that is available online here:

http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_roads/
documents/divisionhomepage/032478.hcsp

The ‘S series’ and ‘T series’ contain most of what you
might want, especially if you need official symbols for
‘migratory toads’ or ‘brass rubbing centre’!
Although they are more intended for road signs than
maps, I have found the collection to be immensely useful,
and there is a lot to be said for using versions of what is
seen on road signs as the icons on maps.

Q: I’m facing a problem in constructing an EU
thematic map that shows the growth of the Union
from 1957 to 2004. I’m constructing a classic
coropleth map with classification of the EU - members
(polygons) by date of entry. So, which monochromatic
color pallete should I use and should the first date
(1957) take the deepest color in the pallete and the last
date take the most pale color?
Personally I’ve chosen a lilac HSV pallete with the
first entry taking the most pale color in the pallette,
and the last entry date taking the deepest lilac. My
colleagues disagree, believing that a blue pallette fits
best (Blue reminds precipitation, temperature
differencies, sea, sea bottom elevation etc). Let’s say
lilac is not hte most aprropriate, then which is?

A: For monochromatic colour palettes, it’s largely a
matter of taste. Greens offer a good, distinguishable
variety since they can overlap into grays and khakis.
Brown to cinnamon to tan is another personal favourite.
I, however, would probably make the oldest member the
darkest colour.

A very useful online tool for developing colour palettes is
the wonderful ColorBrewer, developed by Cindy Brewer
and Mark Harrower at Pennsylvania State University. It
not only provides colour palettes that have been
scientifically tested, but also offers the RGB, CMYK,
Hex, and Lab colour specifications for them.
http://www.colorbrewer.org

Q: We have been asked to ensure that our colour and
graphics are as user-friendly for those with colour
blindness as possible. Is the a national association that
you know of that we can approach?

A: I have recently begun to use an online resource called
VisCheck for testing graphics for various red/green and
blue/yellow deficiencies:
http://www.vischeck.com/vischeck/vischeckImage.php.
The service is free, and you can save the resulting
graphical samples to your hard drive or web site, in order
to show clients exactly what your graphics will look like
to persons with three distinct forms of color blindness.
I’ve been looking for other resources on this topic as
well, so if anyone is aware of any additional services
related to checking graphics for color blindness, I would
love to hear from you!

A: Cindy Brewer’s ColorBrewer (requires flash) helps to
select colorblind - safe color choices for maps:
http://www.colorbrewer.org or
http://www.personal.psu.edu/cab38/ColorBrewer/Colo
rBrewer_intro.html
After completing the first three steps, an eye icon (lower
left) indicates if the color choice is colorblind safe.
Cindy also has a publication or two on the topic (as does
Judy Olson, I believe).

A: Color Oracle (http://colororacle.cartography.ch/) for
Mac OS 10.3.9 and above and is available as freeware.
Links are provided on that site for Windows compatable
tools as well.
Color Oracle takes the guesswork out of designing for
color blindness by showing you in real time how people
with common color vision deficiencies will see your
maps and graphics. Color Oracle applies a full screen
color filter to art you are designing – independently of the
software that you are using.
Instantaneously identify and correct problem colors in
your art using Color Oracle’s system-wide menu and
keyboard shortcuts accessible in any program.

Q: In Freehand, to make a PDF I usually export as an
EPS and then use Distiller to make a PDF... it seems to
be the least likely mode to result in color shifts,
unwanted rasterizing, etc. What path do the rest of
you use? Are there methods available to take AI files
and make them as flat, compressed and impenetrable
as PDFs used to be?

A: We normally get best results going direct to a .ps file
from the Print dialog and then Distilling that - though
sometimes we do get inconsistencies in the workflow
with FreeHand.
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We publish locked (editing password-protected) PDFs.
When you create these PDFs there’s a little dialog box
warning you that “not all third-party products fully
support and respect these settings”.

Q: Anyone know if password-protected) PDFs ARE
secure?

A:  From Freehand MX > PDF via PS
With printer defined as Adobe PDF.  Export to .PS
format, defining the lpi required in the advanced panel of
MX. Then run the .PS thru Distiller defining the format,
Print, Press etc. required. This way the fonts remain aok.

A: Unfortunately password-protected PDFs are not
secure. I can open a password-protected pdf if I want.
Just look for example at PDF password remover.

A: Password protected PDFs are only secure from those
don’t have the appropriate password crack. A quick
Google with the following search terms “password crack
‘adobe pdf’” returns a mere 96,800 results about how to
get around this “problem”!

A: Short answer: no, they’re not. Long answer:
Mac OS X, for one, uses PDFs as a pretty fundamental
part of the operating system. Consequently, there are all
manner of functions that programmers can use to
manipulate PDFs.
If the programmers are “good”, they’ll make sure that
their program asks the user for a password before doing
anything with a password-protected PDF. But there’s
absolutely nothing forcing them to do that. Consequently,
armed with a rogue program, the user could do whatever
they liked. I suspect that writing such a program would be
a matter of minutes for a half-skilled Mac programmer.
Or as Adobe puts it:
“Once the document has been opened and decrypted
successfully, the viewer application has access to the
entire contents of the document. There is nothing inherent
in PDF encryption that enforces the document
permissions specified in the encryption dictionary. It is up
to the implementors of PDF viewer applications to
respect the intent of the document creator by restricting
user access to an encrypted PDF file according to the
permissions contained in the file.”
Early versions of OS X were notorious for this. All you
had to do was open up a protected PDF in Preview, go to
‘Print’, select ‘Save as PDF’, and hey presto, you had an
unprotected PDF.
Things are a little better now. I believe you can still save
as PostScript, though haven’t tried. But there are still
several weaknesses: for example, even if a PDF author
has protected their document so that users can’t copy text
to the clipboard, all you have to do is select the text in
Preview, go to

Preview->Services->TextEdit->New Window Containing
Selection, and hey 

Preview->Services->TextEdit->presto,

you have the text.

Q: I’m a geography grad student looking into the
phenomenon of virtual globes (such as Google Earth
and NASA’s World Wind) and planning a paper on
that subject with two fellow students. My piece of it
will attempt to answer a few questions: what impact
might the emergence of this relatively new medium for
maps have on the practice of cartography? for what
mapping projects are virtual globes most useful,
effective?
A preliminary search indicates little in the way of
cognitive research on globe-specific map
interpretation. A bit more from the education domain,
but not on the virtual type of globe.

A: While the current excitement about virtual globes is
real, I am not sure that fascination with images of the
global earth is a new phenomena - although now powered
by a new technology.
I immediately think of the work of Richard Edes Harrison
and his very popular global oblique maps published
during WW2.  While cognitive studies of people working
with actual or virtual globes is interesting, so too is the
broader social/political/cultural context of these views of
the earth.  Two great resources on Harrison and the
broader implications of his work - which may provide
some interesting insights into the latest outbreak of globe
fever - are:
Susan Schulten, “Richard Edes Harrison and the
Challenge to American Cartography” (Imago Mundi 50,
1998, pp. 174-88) and Alan Henrikson, “The Map as an
Idea: The Role of Cartographic Imagery During the
Second World War” (The American Cartographer 2, 1975,
pp. 19-53).

Q: Does anybody know where I can obtain a copy of
the Land Classification of Great Britain series of
maps, published by the OS in 1944 (based on Stamp’s
survey of the late 30s)?  I have managed to borrow a
copy of sheet 2, but still need sheet 1.

A: In the first instance try: http://www.david-archer-
maps.co.uk/.

The fiendishly useful Map Curators’ Toolbox
http://www.cartography.org.uk/Pages/Membership/
Curators/Toolbox/index.html

has a link to a page of other possible dealers:
http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/maps/documentation/
1dBuyOS.doc

Cartographics might have a copy in stock.

Q: We are having increasing problems when sending
files to clients for publication. We normally send files
as .eps (encapsulated postscript) files exported directly
from Freehand with all fonts embedded which when
printed correctly (ie. placed into any desktop
publishing software or even word processors and
printed to a postscript printer). Increasingly we are
getting proofs coming back with numerous errors in
them, most associated with font issues but also
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numerous other problems. Without exception these
are pinned down to the client “opening” the eps file in
Adobe Illustrator (or more occasionally Corel Draw).
If Illustrator is on a clients machine double clicking
will open an eps file in Illustrator by default. Try
getting the vast majority of clients to do anything with
a file other than double click it! We’ve lost count of
the number of times we’ve had to explain the insert
picture command in Microsoft Word.
When Illustrator (or Corel Draw) opens an eps file it
is converting the postscript in the file, but the
postscript interpretor in Illustrator is far from perfect
especially with postscript produced from Freehand,
but even without this imperfect conversion there
would still be problems of font substitution.  We have
looked at various different file formats that we could
submit files in but all have problems:

1. EPS files - see above

2. Native Freehand files - not all publishers have
Freehand and still problems of font substitution

3. Native Illustrator files - problem of perfect
conversion from Freehand and still font
substitution problems

4. PDF - Useful for proofing but not all word
processors will print high quality from these

5 . Raster image file (.tif, .bmp, .jpg etc) - usually
too big to email (if print resolution), will not print
at full quality of original or eps file. Specific
problem with B/W laser printers screening black
lines - produces “fuzzy” linework

Has anyone any suggestions on better ways to submit
files or alternative file formats? I’d like to hear how
everybody else does it.

A: I can’t see that there is any other proper answer to
your problem than to include a standard instruction note
with all your work explaining how to properly place an
EPS file in each of the popular applications, and stating
that it is likely to lead to trouble if they double-click it,
whether it looks superficially right or not.
You can’t retrain all your clients, and I don’t think there is
a format that can resolve the conflicts JPEG probably
comes closest, but as you say has problems of file size
versus quality, and there is the problem that MS Word
doesn’t handle CMYK JPEGs (at the older versions don’t,
maybe the latest do).
Incidentally, you mentioned opening EPS files in Draw
and the problems you can get if they are interpreted. It’s
worth remembering that there are two alternative EPS
import filters in Draw. One is the ‘interpreted PostScript’
filter, which behaves as you mention, the other is the
‘encapsulated PostScript’ filter which maintains the
integrity of the EPS as an encapsulated graphics file that
will not be interpreted until it reaches the rendering
device.

A: I’ve had similar frustrations to the ones that you
describe, only between Corel Draw and Illustrator.
Illustrator says it’s “Corel’s job” to make their software
compatible with Adobe, Corel says it’s “Abode’s job” to
make their software compatible with Corel!  I’ve told
both companies about 100 times that if they don’t take the
bull by the horns and cross that divide soon, someone will
develop the “bridge” that is needed (better than
Oberonplace’s scripts) and/or a new “portable”
OpenSource vector software application (like Inkscape)
so that I won’t have to use EITHER program!
Anyway, I’ll probably be looking at Corel’s X3 upgrade
this week....which SUPPOSEDLY touts an increased
import/export functionality with AI format.  After holding
my breath since Corel/AI 7-8 though, let’s just say that I
passed-out from lack of cross-platform portability
“oxygen” about 2-3 versions ago......  

A: We have many of the same frustrations, compounded
by cross-platform issues (us a Mac shop sending files to
unsophisticated PC users). For some clients, we are able
to successfully send EPS files with all fonts converted to
paths.  Of course, this increases file size and requires us
to be careful in our workflow.  I understand that Word can
pass PostScript through to PostScript printers—but I have
found a depressingly low correlation between Word users
and people who know whether they have a PostScript
printer.
For other Word users, we have lately begun using PNG
files, which OS X Preview seems to produce nicely
directly from EPS files.  File formats such as GIF, TIFF,
and PNG that use run-length encoding are much better for
maps with large areas of flat color than formats such as
JPEG that use pattern algorithms and thus introduce
unpleasant artifacts into the image.  Word users are likely
to be placing files of less than A4 size, and we don’t find
file size to be burdensome for those smaller maps in a
broadband world.
I wonder if it is possible to fool the double-clickers by
changing the file suffix from .EPS to .EPF or something.
I do not know whether Word or InDesign look at the first
few bytes of the file or solely at the suffix when deciding
whether a file can be imported. For some clients it may
be useful to put some sort of X or crosshatching in front
of the illustration using lines with no stroke or fill.  This
will soon let you know which clients are opening the files
or printing them to non-PostScript printers.

A: We use Illustrator rather than Freehand but have
experienced similar problems. We regularly convert our
fonts to outlines when saving to eps (taking care not to
overwrite our ‘master’ containing editable text). This
addresses the font problems, though the penalty is larger
file sizes. It doesn’t address certain other interpretation
issues such as patterns and dashed lines.

A: I assume you are working in FH9 or earlier? If you
were working in FH11, for example, you would be wanting
to convert all type to path before exporting. Or before
printing. Or before sneezing. This prevents any font-related
problems, like bullet points turning into yen symbols.
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I’m afraid the problem of outwitting client designers is not
soluble off-the-shelf. I usually make a point of talking to
the graphics person to find out what software they are
using, and we supply a short (2-page) document when we
are using their artwork integrated into ours... so as to avoid
ads in MS Word. We still perennially have problems
somewhere along the way. Communications not with the
sales rep/customer service rep, but with an actual
production person in the client’s organization is crucial.
The worst problem? A client who couldn’t import an EPS
directly, so converted all my linework to TIFFs. I spent 2-3
rounds with them, and it emerged the problem was they
only had an incomplete, pirated version of Quark...

A: I send many files to printers as Freehand eps files and
have no problems.  I gave up embedding fonts, I now
always convert all fonts to paths before creating the eps
and this solves the font problems with opening the file by
a third party.  If you have any “paste inside” elements you
will need to convert the contents to paths before pasting
inside.

A: We are on Freehand 11 but the reason we don’t like to
convert to paths is that this loses text effects. We use the
inline effect quite a lot to stroke text  as it works across
multiple text boxes and stokes from the outside of the
letters. Applying a normal stroke via the inspector pallette
only works on individual text blocks and requires the text
to be cloned without a stroke over the top of the stroked
letters. A lot more work to get the same result. I guess if
this problem carries on we may  have to drop the text
effect and struggle with the normal stroke, but that still
leaves other errors that illustrator conversion produces.
It’s interesting to hear that even Illustrator use are not
immune to problems when sending eps.
Being able to talk to a graphics person would be nice, but
unfortunately we seem to increasingly have to deal with
someone who isn’t a graphics person and doesn’t have
much idea. I’m sure there are a lot more academic
journals being put together in Word by people who know
nothing about desktop publishing.

Q: A reader (who is doing an ‘A’ level project)  has
asked our advice on the best way to measure
stream/river length on 1:10,560 or 1:10,000 scale
maps. The project is on river sinuosity so the
measurements have to be fairly accurate.
We have suggested a map measurer (the rather old
one we had slipped too much); the cotton/string
approach; marking the sections of the river along the
edge of a piece of paper.
None of these was thought to be overly satisfactory.
She has seen adverts for the ‘MapWheel’ - details at

http://scalex.com/pdf’s/MapWheel%20Flyer.pdf  

Before she spends GBP 20-plus on one I said I would
ask if anyone has experience of using one and might
comment (off-list if you prefer) on its accuracy.
Any other suggestions gratefully received. She does
not have access to GIS

A: Presumably ‘sinuosity’ will attempt to account for
elevation in order to be meaningful, or will a particularly
sinuous river be presumed to be meandering on the flat?
The National River Flow Archive has elevation data
about specific rivers and streams at certain points
(gauging stations) – see: http://www.ceh.ac.uk/data/
nrfa/catchment_spatial_information.html for more
information.  There is also information about the
underlying geology, which may help the student select
‘typical’ rivers to make a point eg. chalk & groundwater-
fed, vs granite and surfacewater-fed. It may be worth
emailing the NRFA, as they attempt to help interested
parties where they can.  The data provision service is free
to students.
Otherwise, I think the accuracy of the twists and turns of
streams and rivers on maps will always leave a little to be
desired, and the piece of string method with an explicit
error factor will probably be as good as any other.

A: Millets and other outdoor type shops used to sell map
wheels  - proper name opisidometer???, but they were not
as much as £20.  In our office (pre-computer days) the
box was hand labelled wheel measuring thing for maps.

A: A typical opisometer [corrected spelling – ED] yields
about 10% low when comparing its value “wheeled” off a
map and the value obtained by pushing a measuring
wheel along the ground. The primary effect is that maps
rarely capture all the wiggles of a physical trail. Since it
hard to push a measuring wheel up a river it is hard to
guess at how much compensation might be needed. With
steep rocky terrain or poor quality maps, the opisometer
may be off by more the 50%.
There are serious questions about what one really means
by measuring a distance along the ground. One must
carefully state what averaging one has used.  For example
I have seen numbers for coastline of a lake of thousands
of miles where clearly they went in and around every
rock on the shore rather than averaging or smoothing the
coastline. When measuring a bumpy trail, the diameter of
the wheel used makes a noticable difference.

Q:  What do you do to get one shape file geo-
referenced to the Irish national grid and one shape file
geo-referenced to the Great Britain national grid to sit
on a single map in correct geographical position to
each other in ArcGIS 9.1

A: I am not sure about Europe, but generally, you would
need to choose one of the existing projections (or a third)
and (re)project your data into the same projection.

A: The short answer is that you shouldn’t have to do
anything. If you start with a new map in ArcMap, and
open the BNG shapefile first, then the map’s coordinate
system is set by default to BNG too. Then when you open
the Irish one, it will be re-projected “on the fly” to the
base map system, i.e. BNG. The re-projection is for
display only - the shapefile is unaffected.
If that’s not working, it’s likely that one or other or both
shapefiles don’t have their coord. system defined. In that
case, ArcMap can’t do the job of re-projecting. To find
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out, look at them in ArcCatalog: from the file name,
right-click > properties > fields > shape > spatial
reference. If no spatial reference is defined, you can
define it then & there by selecting from ArcGIS’s list of

predefined coordinate systems (projected coordinate
systems > national grids.....). [Alternatively, define the
projection using ArcToolbox > Data Management tools >
Projections > Define.] Then try again in ArcMap.......
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Digital Projects Lists
At the Spring 2002 meeting of BRICMICS (British and
Irish Committee on Map Information and Cataloguing
Systems) it was suggested that the Committee should
maintain a list of British and Irish digital projects, to
include announcements of upcoming projects, details of
those in progress or completed, and information about
new maps on the Internet. 

The intention of the list is to alert colleagues to
projects which might be of interest. It is also hoped that
it will help to prevent duplication of effort.

It is not meant to replicate information already
available on the History of Cartography website at:
http://www.maphistory.info/projects.html or at
http://www.maphistory.info/webimages.html 

The list is compiled twice a year, prior to
BRICMICS meetings, by Anne Taylor of Cambridge
University Library Map Department from information
supplied by members of the Committee. The final
version of each list, from November 2002 to date, can be
found at:
http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/deptserv/maps/digital.htm
l

It is not, however, the intention that contributions
should be restricted to members of BRICMICS, so if
you have any additions, corrections or comments please
send them to:

Anne Taylor, 
Head of Map Department, 
Cambridge University Library, 
West Road, Cambridge CB3 9DR 
Tel: 01223-333041. Fax: 01223-333160. 
email: aemt2@cam.ac.uk

From an electronic press release

National Statistics 2001 Area Classification 
The Census Dissemination Unit (CDU) at MIMAS,
based at the University of Manchester, has announced
the release of the National Statistics 2001 Area
Classification via Casweb, the CDU’s online interface to
census data.

The National Statistics 2001 Area Classification
compares geographic areas in terms of a range of
population characteristics derived from the 2001
Census, and groups them into a hierarchy of clusters
sharing similar combinations of those characteristics.
There are three levels of clusters within the
classification, the largest of which contains seven
‘super-groups’, which are split into twenty one ‘groups’,
and then further split into fifty two ‘subgroups’.
Clusters are given names reflecting their particular
combinations of characteristics, such as ‘Thriving
London Periphery’, ‘New & Growing Towns’ or
‘Industrial Hinterlands’, for example.

Similar classifications were produced following
censuses in 1971, 1981 and 1991, but this is the first
time that such a classification has been produced for the
entire UK.  2001 Area Classification data is available
from Casweb - http://www.census.ac.uk/casweb/ – at
local authority, ward and output area levels of
geography, based on the 2003 boundaries used for 2001
Census outputs.  Area Classification data is not currently
available from Casweb for Scottish postcode sectors, as
it was not produced for this geography, but rather for
Scottish wards, which are not a standard census
geography.  Area Classification data for Scottish
Standard Table wards is available from the ONS 2001
Area Classification website.  

For further information and links to related sites, visit
the National Statistics 2001 Area Classification pages of
the CDU website at http://census.ac.uk/cdu/
2001/areaclass/.

Access to the data via Casweb is controlled by Athens
authentication.  Information about the Athens
authentication system is available from the Census
Registration Service website at http://census.data-
archive.ac.uk/.

Please direct any comments or queries about the
Experian data, or any other of the CDU’s services to:

MIMAS Census Helpdesk
E-mail mailto:census@mimas.ac.uk
Telephone - 0161 275 6109

From an electronic press release

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job opportunities, and many soft ware announcements – some of
which are included later in this column.
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Mapping Medieval Townscapes: a digital
atlas of the new towns of Edward I
Queen’s University Belfast and the Archaeology Data
Service are pleased to announce the launch of ‘Mapping
Medieval Townscapes: a digital atlas of the new towns
of Edward I’: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/
resources.html?atlas_ahrb_2005

Funded by the AHRC and created by Keith Lilley,
Chris Lloyd and Steve Trick, the atlas uses mapping as a
medium to explore how urban landscapes were shaped
in the middle ages. This atlas project has deepened
understanding of the forms and formation of medieval
towns, and is the first to have combined Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) and Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) to map and analyse medieval urban
landscapes. Delivered by the ADS using innovative Web
GIS technologies this project represents a significant
new resource for all scholars and students of the
medieval period, as well as those concerned with
interpreting and managing historic built environments.

From an electronic press release

East View Cartographic Online Store
East View Cartographic (EVC) have announced the
company’s launch of a new and updated e-commerce
site for sales of worldwide maps and geospatial data.
The site, known as ‘EVC Store’, allows customers to
browse availability of products and place orders 24
hours a day. EVC Store currently includes global
topographic map series, worldwide DEM coverage,
geological maps, vector maps, related books and atlases,
with imagery and nautical charts to be added in the near
future. EVC Store can be accessed from the company’s
home page at www.cartographic.com. 

According to EVC President Kent Lee, “We
support the spectrum of geospatial data needs for
customers located in North America to be sure, though
many of our clients originate around the world across
virtually all time zones. Our international reach is one
reason we feel it’s necessary for us to provide clients

with a robust e-commerce option. Although, we find that
even North American based customers regularly access
the online EVC Store to browse product availability,
whether they place orders online, or decide to contact us
by phone or email.”

Development of the site is ongoing. Upon
completion, EVC Store will provide access to the
entirety of East View Cartographic’s inventory, and
other collections that can be supplied on a just-in-time
basis via reseller relationships. EVC welcomes map
and/or data publisher inquiries concerning offering their
products for sale via EVC Store. 

From an electronic press release

Gallery of Map Projections
The excellent Gallery of Map Projections website has
moved from Illinois State University to:
http://www.galleryofmapprojections.com/.

From a carto-soc mailing

OS New Popular Edition online
SoC member Richard Fairhurst has republished the out-
of-copyright New Popular Edition on the web. This is
the 1-inch Ordnance Survey series from the 1940s (or
thereabouts), making it the most complete and recent
out-of-copyright mapping.

The maps are now available at:
http://www.npemap.org.uk/, together with a postcode-
collecting interface - courtesy of a handful of
Openstreetmap co-conspirators.

As an example, here’s Oxford:
http://www.npemap.org.uk/tiles/
map.html#451,206,1

The rectification is a little rough-and-ready at the
moment, so the scans are probably not suitable for very
detailed use. But hopefully they should be useful
material.

From a carto-soc mailing
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